EPA tells BP they must use less toxic dispersant

BP using a dispersant to break up oil spill, and EPA says must use one that is less toxic. The Post thought that was breaking news.

News Alert: EPA demands less toxic dispersant from BP to break up oil spill
09:59 AM EDT Thursday, May 20, 2010
---------------------

The Environmental Protection Agency informed BP officials late Wednesday that the company has 24 hours to choose a less toxic form of chemical dispersants to break up its oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, according to government sources familiar with the decision, and must apply the new form of dispersants within 72 hours of submitting the list of alternatives.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/PSLW3N/56SPX/J9A8OP/AS65RQ/K1IOT/VU/t

Search term: after some scratching around I decided on **epa toxic bp**. That seemed to bring together the words that were being used in the tweets.

The first day it was 600+ tweets, and down from there.
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